Using the Hawai‘i Voyager Online Catalog

**Voyager** is the name for our online catalog, which is available to the public worldwide. Use the catalog to find books, journals and magazines, as well as DVDs and CDs. Start by entering the Leeward CC Library page: [http://www.leeward.hawaii.edu/lib/](http://www.leeward.hawaii.edu/lib/) Click on the Voyager Library Catalog button.

If you **know the title** you are looking for, enter it in the box (without initial articles like “the,” “an,” “a,” and “ka” (in Hawaiian)) and select “title begins with” on the right.

To **search by keyword**, enter a word or words that will describe what you are looking for (think of what, where, who, and when). *Make sure the Quick Limit is set to search this library.*
Try an **advanced search**! You may decide you want to refine your search: Use “**OR**” to expand and “**NOT**” to limit.

**Using a question mark (?) symbolizes variable endings on a word.** Searching for a book title that contains “**triumph?**” will give results whose titles contain any of the variants of triumph (triumphant, triumphs, triumphed, triumphing)

**Basic Search**

*Make sure to write down the call number and collection name or…*

*... TEXT TO YOUR PHONE!!*
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